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Abstract
How are lexical representations retrieved during sign production? Similar to spoken languages, lexical representation in sign
language must be accessed through semantics when naming pictures. However, it remains an open issue whether lexical
representations in sign language can be accessed via routes that bypass semantics when retrieval is elicited by written
words. Here we address this issue by exploring under which circumstances sign retrieval is sensitive to semantic context.
To this end we replicate, in sign language production, the cumulative semantic cost: The observation that naming latencies
increase monotonically with each additional within-category item that is named in a sequence of pictures. In the experiment
reported here, deaf participants signed sequences of pictures or signed sequences of Italian written words using Italian
Sign Language. The results showed a cumulative semantic cost in picture naming but, strikingly, not in word naming. This
suggests that only picture naming required access to semantics, whereas deaf signers accessed the sign language lexicon
directly (i.e., bypassing semantics) when naming written words. The implications of these findings for the architecture of the
sign production system are discussed in the context of current models of lexical access in spoken language production.

The cognitive machinery that underlies language processing has always attracted the interest of many researchers.
Psycholinguistic research has dealt with several linguistic
issues (e.g., comprehension, production, speech perception,
reading, etc.), methodologies (e.g., behavioral, neuroimaging,
neuropsychological, etc.), and populations (e.g., monolingual,
bilingual, brain-damage individuals, etc.). The overwhelming
majority of that research, however, has concentrated on spoken languages, and only to a lesser degree considered signed
languages. Thus, although we have many detailed models of
lexical access in spoken language production, there is little
data available that would be informative about which aspects
of those models may or may not apply to sign language production. Our goal here was to begin to address this gap in our
knowledge about sign language production by exploring a key
feature of language production: the retrieval of words from the
mental lexicon. In particular, we explore whether sign retrieval

undergoes the same semantic constraints as spoken word
retrieval and whether the same dissociation between picture
and word naming that is observed for spoken languages is also
observed for signed languages.
Lexical access refers to the processes involved in the retrieval
of words from the speaker’s memory system. Lexical access in
language production is semantically driven because speakers
must first select the semantic representations corresponding to
the words they want to utter. A well-documented phenomenon
in the field is that the speed and accuracy of word retrieval is
affected by semantic context. Semantic context effects have been
extensively studied in the last years as they provide leverage on
key issues that all models of word production must address (for
a recent review, see Navarrete, Del Prato, Peressotti, & Mahon,
2014). Perhaps the most exploited experimental paradigm showing semantic context effects in language production is the pictureword interference task, in which participants name a picture (e.g.,
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Here, we sought to replicate this interaction between semantic interference and stimulus type (pictures or words) in sign
language production. Naming a picture is a semantically driven
process that entails adjustments to semantic-to-lexical connections; therefore, a semantic interference effect is expected in sign
production with picture stimuli. Of critical relevance for models
of sign production is the word condition. In that condition, the
presence or lack of a semantic interference effect will indicate
how words in sign language are accessed from printed word
stimuli—via semantics or directly from the printed the stimulus.
In the main experiment we report here, deaf participants
named in Italian Sign Language a sequence of pictures or “read”
(i.e., translated) a sequence of Italian printed words. We used
a continuous naming paradigm in which participants are presented with a sequence of pictures from diverse semantic categories in a (seemingly) random order. A reliable phenomenon with
this paradigm is the cumulative semantic cost: picture-naming
latencies increase for every successive category exemplar that
is named within the sequence. Specifically, naming latencies
increase linearly as a function of ordinal position within-category.
For instance, in a sequence like “train—apple—table—car—hammer—ship—violin—tomato—airplane—etc,” naming latencies to
the second vehicle (e.g., car) are slower than naming latencies
to the first vehicle (e.g., train); likewise, the naming latencies to
the third vehicle (e.g., ship) are slower, and by the same amount,
than naming latencies to the second vehicle, and so on (for early
work, see Brown, 1981; for more recent work, see Alario & Martin,
2010; Costa, Strijkers, Martin, & Thierry, 2009; Howard et al., 2006;
Navarrete et al., 2010; Runnqvist, Strijkers, Alario, & Costa, 2012).
The critical issue in this study is the contrasting predictions
regarding naming of picture and word stimuli.
As mentioned previously, as naming a picture is a semantically driven process, we predict a semantic cumulative cost
when participants sign picture names (e.g., Howard et al., 2006).
Likewise, this prediction would be congruent with recent studies
showing semantic interference in sign production using a picturesign interference task (i.e., the signed version of the picture-word
interference task, Baus, Gutiérrez-Sigut, Quer, & Carreiras, 2008;
for a recent review, see Corina, Gutierrez, & Grosvald, 2014). In
relation to word stimuli, in Italian Sign Language, there is no direct
correspondence between printed words and the corresponding
signs (i.e., no orthography to phonology conversion procedures
can be applied). In order to sign written words, deaf participants
must retrieve lexical representations from memory because the
response cannot be directly derived from the orthographic stimulus. Critically, deaf participants of this study had Italian Sign
Language as a primary language and spoken and written Italian
as a second language. Thus, naming Italian printed words with a
sign of the Italian Sign Language is a translation task. The predictions about the word stimuli condition benefit from consideration
of prior work in speech production in bilinguals.
The only study exploring the cumulative semantic cost in
a bilingual context is that by Runnqvist and colleagues (2012).
Those authors compared Spanish–Catalan bilinguals when naming a sequence of pictures using one language (i.e., Spanish or
Catalan) to when they were using two languages (i.e., some pictures in Spanish and other in Catalan). The results revealed a
cumulative semantic cost that transferred between languages,
that is, when within-category items were named in two different languages (i.e., some items in Spanish and the rest in
Catalan). Critically, the magnitude of the cumulative semantic
cost between languages was similar to the magnitude of the cost
obtained when a single language was used (i.e., when all withincategory items were named in the same language). However,
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train) while ignoring a simultaneously presented distractor word
that can be semantically related (e.g., car) or semantically unrelated (e.g., cat). In that task, the semantic relationship between the
target responses and the distractor words is manipulated for each
specific trial: Therefore, the semantic context is manipulated at an
intra-trial level. Research on language production has also focused
on semantic context effects that are based on manipulations at
the inter-trial level, that is, across different trials in a picture-naming task. For instance, the time required to name a picture of an
object (e.g., train) is reduced when the previously named picture
corresponds to a semantic coordinate (e.g., car; e.g., Huttenlocher
& Kubicek, 1983). However, when a semantic coordinate is named
several trials before rather than on the immediately preceding
trial, naming latencies are slowed down by a semantic coordinate
relationship (e.g., Brown, 1981). This effect is referred to as longlasting semantic interference in picture naming.
There is general agreement that facilitation from coordinate
pictures in naming tasks is due to semantic priming (i.e., spreading activation between linked representations at the semantic
level that percolates down to the lexical level). However, models of
lexical access diverge in their explanation of the origin of semantic interference (e.g., Belke, 2013; Navarrete, Del Prato, & Mahon,
2012; Oppenheim, Dell, & Schwartz, 2010; for a recent review, see
Spalek, Damian, & Bölte, 2013). Broadly speaking, two approaches
have been proposed to account for long-lasting semantic interference. One approach, recently emphasized by Oppenheim, Dell, and
Schwartz (2007; 2010), implements an incremental learning mechanism through which semantic-to-lexical connection weights are
adjusted after each naming event (for precedent, see Damian & Als,
2005; Howard, Nickels, Coltheart, & Cole-Virtue, 2006). Specifically,
the production of a word, given a target picture, strengthens the
connections between the semantic and the lexical representations of that word (e.g., cat) and, at the same time, weakens the
connections between the semantic and lexical representations
of semantic coordinates of that word (e.g., dog, horse). Thus, when
on a subsequent trial, a within-category item has to be selected
(e.g., dog), naming latencies are relatively longer because of the
weakened semantic-to-lexical connection (see also Navarrete
et al., 2012; Navarrete, Mahon, & Caramazza, 2010; Vitkovitch &
Humphreys, 1991). An alternative account of long-lasting semantic
interference is based on the hypothesis that lexical selection is a
competitive process, in that the time needed to select a word from
the mental lexicon depends on the levels of activation of activated
nontarget words (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999; Roelofs, 1992).
According to that view, when a word is produced in response to a
picture stimulus, it retains lexical activation for a certain period of
time, making it a stronger competitor when a semantic coordinate
has to be retrieved on a subsequent trial (Howard et al., 2006).
Common across these two main approaches for modeling,
long-lasting semantic interference is the expectation that interference should emerge when words are accessed via semantic
representations (as for instance when the stimuli to be named
are pictures) but not when words can be accessed by bypassing
semantic representations (as for instance when the stimuli are
printed words). Congruent with these expectations, compelling
evidence shows that long-lasting semantic interference emerges
when the task implies lexical retrieval via semantic representations, as in picture naming or in naming to definition tasks
(e.g., Damian, Vigliocco, & Levelt 2001; Navarrete et al., 2012;
Wheeldon & Monsell, 1994), whereas there is no semantic interference when the stimuli are words and the task at hand is word
reading (Belke, 2013; Damian et al., 2001; Navarrete et al., 2010;
but see Vitkovitch & Cooper, 2012; Vitkovitch, Cooper-Pye, & Ali,
2010).
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Experiment
Method
Participants
Twenty-two Italian Sign Language speakers, students at the
Magarotto School for deaf people (Padova, Italy), were included
in the experimental group (mean age = 18; range: 15–30; standard deviation [SD] = 4.26). All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision and none had cognitive deficits, or other
sensory deficits aside from being deaf. They used Italian Sign
Language as their primary and preferred means of communication at school and in everyday life. All deaf participants were
also proficient users of spoken and written Italian, which was
part of the school curriculum. Twenty participants were native
Italian Sign Language signers. Two participants were nonnative
signers, that is, the first language to which they were exposed
was not Italian Sign Language; both became fluent Italian Sign
Language speakers when they entered the Magarotto School

at the age of 13. All students participated voluntarily in the
experiment and provided written informed consent; for participants younger than 18 years, written consent from parents was
required and obtained. Twenty hearing native Italian speakers,
without knowledge of Italian Sign Language, of the same age
(mean age = 18; range: 15–30; SD = 4.36) took part in the experiment requiring spoken responses. The hearing participants
were students of the University of Padova or students at other
schools in Padova (Italy).
Materials
Eighty-eight color photographs were taken from the Internet
and sized to fit within a square of 400 × 400 pixels. Fifty of the 88
photographs belonged to 10 different semantic categories, with
5 items in each semantic category (see Appendix). The rest of the
photographs were filler items and did not come from the same
categories as the critical items.
Design
The eighty-eight pictures were randomly inserted into a
sequence with the following constraints. Pictures from each category were separated by lags of 2, 4, 6, or 8 intervening items.
The first 5 items of the sequence were filler items. Filler items
and the order of the categories in the sequence were randomly
assigned. This process was repeated nine times following the
same constraints and structure, resulting in 10 experimental
sequences (see Navarrete et al., 2010, for precedent on these
constraints). Two different versions of each sequence were created: one containing picture stimuli and the other containing
word stimuli (in Italian). Each participant received four different experimental sequences (i.e., blocks). The first 2 experimental blocks contained picture stimuli and the last two word
stimuli, or vice versa. This was counterbalanced evenly across
participants.
Procedure
An experimental trial for the deaf participants involved the
following events. At the center of the screen the instruction
“Press z + m” was presented. Participants were required to
press the keys “z” and “m” on the keyboard with the index fingers of the left and right hands, respectively. As soon as the
two keys were pressed, the target stimulus appeared on the
screen. Participants were asked to name the item as fast and
as accurately as possible with the corresponding sign. Items
were presented until one of the two keys was released from
the keyboard. An inter-trial interval of 1,500 ms was initiated
when the second key was released from the keyboard. After
the inter-trial interval, the instructions for the next trial were
presented (“Press z + m”). Reaction times were measured for
both the first and the second key releases (analyses below are
based on the first release). There was a short pause between
each block. There was no familiarization and participants
were not corrected throughout the experimental session (as
in previous studies of the cumulative semantic cost, e.g.,
Howard et al., 2006; Navarrete et al., 2010). Before the start of
the experiment, participants were trained with the naming
procedure. Fourteen new filler pictures were selected for the
training phase. Only when the participant was able to perform
the task correctly did the experiment begin. Eighteen participants required only one training block, whereas four required
two training blocks.
In the control experiment with native Italian speakers, the
instruction “Press z + m” was not presented and participants
orally named (i.e., in Italian spoken language) picture and word
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Runnqvist and colleagues’ study was with picture naming only,
and thus does not speak directly to word translation. Kroll and
Stewart (1994) explored semantic context effects during word
translation in oral languages. In their influential paper, Kroll and
Stewart explored semantic effects in a group of Dutch–English
bilinguals that performed a word translation task from L1 (i.e.,
first language) to L2 (i.e., second language) or from L2 to L1 in
the context of the blocked naming paradigm. In this task, participants are slower to name pictures if they are grouped together
within a block of all within-category items (e.g., cat, dog, horse)
compared with blocks of items from different categories (e.g.,
cat, table, lemon; for recent discussions of the blocking effect,
see Navarrete et al., 2012; 2014). Kroll and Stewart (1994) reported
a semantic interference effect, with slower translation responses
in the homogenous condition than in the heterogeneous condition, in the L1-to-L2 translation condition only. In the L2-to-L1
translation condition, there was no semantic interference effect.
Based on the assumption that lexical links from L2 to L1 are
stronger than those from L1-to-L2, the authors concluded that
semantic interference emerges only in the circumstance in
which word translation is semantically driven (L1–L2), whereas
no effects are obtained when the translation is lexically driven
(L2–L1). In the same vein, if deaf participants can sign Italian
written words via a direct lexical route that bypasses semantic access (as it is assumed in the case of oral language readers of alphabetic orthographies), no cumulative semantic cost
should be observed with printed word stimuli, replicating the
main finding of Kroll and Stewart (1994) for the L2-to-L1 translation. By contrast, if deaf participants use a different procedure
to retrieve the signs, which mandatorily involves the activation
of semantic-to-lexical connections, then a cumulative semantic
cost with word stimuli would emerge as is predicted in picture
naming. Further motivation for this last prediction is provided
by the recent findings of Vinson, Thompson, Skinner, Fox, and
Vigliocco (2010). Those authors found that native British Sign
Language participants produced more semantic errors when
signing English written words in homogenous blocks than in
heterogeneous blocks, although no differences between homogenous and heterogeneous blocks were observed in the number of
nonsemantic errors.
Finally, in order to allow a direct comparison with the abovereviewed studies based on spoken languages, a control group
of hearing participants of comparable age was submitted to the
same two conditions, that is, word and picture naming.
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stimuli. All participants in the control experiment completed
one training block.

Results
Deaf group
In the picture blocks, the effect of ordinal position within-category was significant in the analysis of the naming latencies (F1
(4, 76) = 4.01, p < .01, ηp2 = .17; F2 (4, 36) = 4.05, p < .01, ηp2 = .31)
but not in the error analysis (Fs < 1). Response times increased
for each subsequent within-category item (see Table 1). In the
word blocks, the effect of ordinal position within-category was
not significant in either the analysis of naming latencies or the
analysis of error rates (Fs < 1; see Table 1). In an analysis of the
linear trend, response times in the picture blocks increased linearly with each additional within-category item that was named
(F1 (1, 19) = 20.29; p < .01; ηp2 = .51; F2 (1, 9) = 13.78, p < .01, ηp2 = .6,
see Figure 1); there was no effect of a linear trend in the word
blocks (F1 (1, 19) = 1.01; p = .32; ηp2 = .05; F2 (1, 9) = 1.21, p = .3,
ηp2p = .11, see Figure 2). In a further analysis of naming latencies,
we explored the interaction between the factor ordinal position
within-category and the factor block (i.e., picture vs. words). The
interaction between those two factors was marginally significant by participants and not significant by items (F1 (4, 76) = 2.18;
p = .08; ηp2 = .1; F2 (4, 36) = 1.69, p = .17, ηp2 = .15). Critically, in
the analysis of the linear trend, the interaction between those

Hearing group
In picture blocks, the effect of ordinal position within-category was significant in the analysis of naming latencies (F1 (4,
76) = 13.81, p < .01, ηp2p = .42; F2 (4, 36) = 13.85, p < .01, ηp2p = .61)
and error rates (F1 (4, 76) = 5.06, p < .01, ηp2p = .21; F2 (4, 36) = 5.26,
p < .01, ηp2p = .36). Response times and error rates increased
for each subsequent within-category item (see Table 2). In the
word blocks, the effect of ordinal position within-category was
not significant in the analysis of naming latencies (F1 < 1; F2 (4,
36) = 1.37, p = .26, ηp2p = .13). In the analysis of the error rates, the
effect of ordinal position within-category was significant in the
participant analysis only (F1 (4, 76) = 2.5, p < .05, ηp2p = .11; F2 (4,
36) = 2.1, p = .1, ηp2p = .19), errors decreased with each withincategory item that was named (see Table 2). In the analysis of
the linear trend, response times in the picture blocks increased
linearly with each additional within-category item that was
named (F1 (1, 19) = 31.2; p < .01; ηp2p = .62; F2 (1, 9) = 34.16, p <
.01, ηp2p = .79); there was no effect of a linear trend in the word
blocks (F1 (1, 19) = 1.74; p = .2; ηp2p = .08; F2 (1, 9) = 2.41, p = .15,
ηp2p = .21). Overall, response times for word trials were faster
than response times for picture trials (555 and 855 ms, respectively; t1 (1, 19) = 14, p < .01; t2 (1, 9) = 14.55, p < .01). As for the
deaf group, we explored the interaction between the factor ordinal position within-category and the factor block (i.e., picture vs.
words). The interaction between those factors was significant (F1
(4, 76) = 12.87; p < .01; ηp2 = .4; F2 (4, 36) = 15.64, p < .01, ηp2 = .63).
Paralleling the results of the deaf group, in the analysis of the
linear trend, the interaction between those two factors was also
significant (F1 (1, 19) = 31.69; p < .01; ηp2 = .62; F2 (1, 9) = 36.55, p <

Table 1. Mean naming latencies (response times [RT] in milliseconds), standard deviations of the RTs (SD), and percentage of error rates (E) by
ordinal position within-category for picture and word stimuli in the deaf group
Pictures

Words

Order position

RT

SD

E

RT

SD

E

1
2
3
4
5
Mean

772
790
798
805
816
796

215
227
213
234
238

6
5.5
6.5
6.5
5.5
6

838
856
839
839
834
841

240
290
264
272
257

12.3
11.5
11.5
12.8
12
12
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Analysis
Analyses were performed only on experimental items and
separately for word and picture blocks. Naming latencies
were measured from the onset of the target picture until the
first key release in the deaf group and until speech onset in
the hearing group. The experimenter was located behind the
participants and judged the response for correctness. Three
types of responses were scored as errors and excluded from
the analyses of responses latencies: (a) production of clearly
erroneous names; (b) production of disfluencies or utterance
repairs or hesitations; and (c) response times less than 250 ms
or greater than 2,500 ms. For the deaf group, disfluencies
included those responses in which the different parameters
of the sign was produced in an intermittent or discontinuous
manner, and repairs referred to those responses in which participants started to produce a wrong sign, stopped, and then
produced the correct sign. Two deaf participants (one starting with picture blocks and one with word blocks) produced
more than 25% of errors and were discarded from the analysis.
Separate analyses for pictures and words, collapsing across
the two blocks, were performed. Analyses were carried out
treating participants and categories as random factors on the
within-subject factor, ordinal position within-category (five
levels: 1–5).

factors was significant (F1 (1, 19) = 14.25; p < .01; ηp2 = .42; F2 (1,
9) = 10.29, p < .02, ηp2 = .53), reflecting a cumulative semantic cost
with picture targets but not with word targets.
It may be argued that the absence of the effect in the word
blocks is due to the fact that naming latencies were too slow
to detect an effect. This argument is weakened by the fact that
naming times for words were, on average, only 40 ms slower
than for pictures (this difference was marginally significant in
the item analysis; t1 < 1; t2 (1, 9) = 2, p = .07). However, this concern that response latencies were too slow to detect an effect is
decisively ruled out by the fact that there was a reliable effect
of repetition priming when naming words, with longer word
naming latencies in the first block than in the second block (886
and 798 ms, respectively; F1 (1, 19) = 12.67, p < .01, ηp2p = .4; F2 (1,
9) = 122.27, p < .01, ηp2p = .93). Furthermore, there was a negative correlation between response times and written-word frequency for word stimuli (r = −.55, p <. 01) that remained when
word length (i.e., number of letters) was partialled out (r = −.42, p
< .01).1 In sum, these results indicate that the lack of a cumulative semantic cost in the word naming condition is a real effect.
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Figure 1. Mean naming latencies by ordinal position within-category collapsed
across blocks for picture stimuli in the deaf group.
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Figure 2. Mean naming latencies by ordinal position within-category collapsed
across blocks for word stimuli in the deaf group.

Pictures

Words

Order position

RT

SD

E

RT

SD

E

1
2
3
4
5
Mean

806
828
856
882
888
852

114
104
111
113
90

10
8.7
11
9.7
18.5
12

557
558
555
556
551
555

94
95
95
97
97

6.5
5
5.3
2.8
3.2
5

.01, ηp2 = .8), reflecting the cumulative semantic cost with picture
targets but not with word targets.

General Discussion
Deaf speakers of Italian Sign Language signed sequences of
words or sequences of pictures. A cumulative semantic cost
with picture stimuli was observed, such that naming times
increased with each additional within-category item that was
named, replicating previous studies with spoken word production (e.g., Brown, 1981). Critically, no cumulative semantic
cost was observed with word stimuli. Finally, in the control
experiment, a cumulative semantic cost was observed when
native Italian speakers named, in spoken language, picture
stimuli but not when they named word stimuli, in line with
previous findings (Belke, 2013; Navarrete et al., 2010). The
results of this study suggest that semantic interference in
sign production emerges in those circumstances in which lexical access is semantically driven (e.g., from target pictures)
but not in those circumstances in which lexical access is lexically driven (e.g. from word stimuli). Below we discuss the
implications of our results for a processing model of signed
production, as well as for models of spoken word production
and reading aloud.
First, our results offer a straightforward demonstration of
the distinction between lexical and semantic representations
in signed languages. This claim has been questioned by theories that, based on the iconicity present in some of signs, postulated a unique representational level for deaf signers, that is, the
semantic phonology (Stokoe, 1991). According to that view, the
form of a sign can be derived on the basis of some semantic features of its meaning, obviating the distinction between meaning
and form. Contrary to this idea, our results suggest that deaf
speakers can access the lexical representation of a sign from

the orthographic representation of the word and that semantic
mediation is not required for this form of translation.
Beyond this broad distinction between semantic and lexical
representations, extant theories of spoken language production agree on the notion that the translation of the speaker’s communicative intention into a specific set of sounds is
completed in (at least) two distinct stages of processing. The
first stage entails the activation of at least one lexical representation, which is semantically and syntactically mediated,
whereas the second stage entails the activation of form-based
representations (i.e., phonological segments, e.g., Caramazza,
1997; Levelt et al., 1999). Perhaps, the simplest evidence for
the distinction between lexical and phonological stages is the
tip-of-the-tongue (TOT) experience, the sensation of being
temporarily unable to retrieve a known word for production.
Interestingly, speakers experiencing a TOT can often retrieve
some information associated with the intended word such
as some of its phonemes or, in languages with grammatical gender, its grammatical gender, (e.g., Brown, 1991; 2012).
Support for a clear distinction between lexical and phonological representations in sign languages has been presented by
Thompson, Emmorey, and Gollan (2005) who demonstrated
that in deaf speakers the “tip of the fingers” phenomenon is
highly similar to the TOT phenomenon in hearing speakers.
Thompson and colleagues interpreted their results as supporting a two-stage model of sign production in which lexical and
phonological levels are clearly separated, similar to what is
generally assumed for oral languages (see also Brentari, 1998;
Liddell & Johnson, 1989). Congruent with this interpretation,
recent studies have replicated in signed languages some welldocumented phonological phenomena previously obtained in
spoken languages. For instance, in a picture-sign interference
paradigm in Catalan Sign language, Baus and colleagues (2008)
manipulated the phonological overlap between the picture
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Table 2. Mean naming latencies (response times [RT] in milliseconds), standard deviations of the RTs (SD), and percentage of error rates (E) by
ordinal position within-category for picture and word stimuli in the hearing group
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lexicons, L1-to-L2 translation entails access to the meaning (see
above). Participants of this study were recruited from a boarding
school for deaf students where Italian Sign Language is used for
teaching and is the primary and preferred language for communication. We cannot, however, exclude that deaf participants
differ in their proficiency level of Italian. Therefore, and according to Kroll and colleagues (2002), it is plausible that latencies in
the word naming condition were (overall) affected by the proficiency level of Italian. Critically, and more relevant to our principal aim here, such differences would not modulate the presence
or absence of a cumulative semantic cost. Indeed, our results
converge with the results reported by Kroll and Stewart (1994),
where highly fluent Dutch–English bilinguals did not show
semantic interference when translating English words into
Dutch (L2-to-L1). Therefore, the lack of semantic effects when
deaf participants are naming printed Italian words (L2) in Italian
Sign Language (L1) would be consistent with Kroll and Stewart’s
results. This finding is most striking as it suggests that direct
lexical links can be also established between two languages of
different modalities (auditory-motor vs. visuo-motor), as Italian
and Italian Sign Language.
In relation to psycholinguistic models of spoken word production, this study extends previous results (e.g., Navarrete
et al., 2010) in showing that no cumulative cost is obtained in
response to word stimuli even when there is no clear correspondence between the orthography (i.e., the letter string) and
the response (i.e., the sign). These data suggest that the absence
of the cumulative cost in the previous studies in spoken languages cannot simply depend on sublexical processing of the
word stimuli. An important open issue in the field of lexical
access concerns the origin(s) of semantic interference in language production tasks. The findings reported here suggest that
semantic interference arises as a consequence of semantically
driven processes (Belke, 2013; Howard et al., 2006; Navarrete
et al., 2010; Oppenheim et al., 2010) and are difficult to reconcile
with accounts that assume that semantic interference is exclusively a lexical phenomenon (e.g., Vitkovitch & Cooper, 2012;
Vitkovitch et al., 2010).
Our results also have implications for psycholinguistic models of bilingualism, in particular with respect to the issue of
cross-linguistic activation. There exists general agreement that
there is concurrent activation of the two languages of a bilingual speaker in the course of language production in a monolingual context (e.g., Colomé & Miozzo, 2010; Costa, Caramazza, &
Sebastián-Gallés, 2000; Kroll, Bobb, & Wodniecka, 2006; for discussion, see Costa, Heij, & Navarrete, 2006). Similarly, research in
comprehension also suggests cross-language activation of the
two languages of a bilingual speaker (e.g., Dijkstra, 2005; Marian
& Spivey, 2003). Nevertheless, the issue of whether there exists
cross-activation between languages of different modalities has
been addressed only in recent years. For instance, Morford,
Wilkinson, Villwock, Piñar, and Kroll (2011) asked American Sign
Language (ASL)-English bilinguals to make a semantic judgment
task on pairs of written English words. Morford and colleagues
observed that the time to perform the semantic task depended
on whether or not the two written English words were phonologically related or not in ASL (i.e., the language not in use in the
task). They concluded that bimodal bilinguals are co-activating
both languages during the semantic tasks. Shook and Marian
(2012) have reported similar findings using a visual world search
paradigm. Specifically, in this study, ASL-English bilinguals were
instructed, in English, to search for a target object in a display
containing three other distractor objects. Bimodal bilinguals
were slower to select the target object from the display when
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target and the sign distractor (specifically, the parameters of
Handshape, Movement, and Location). The results showed that
the time to sign the picture was affected by the presence of
phonological overlap. These studies support the distinction
between lexical and phonological representations in signed
languages; the results reported here support the distinction
between semantic and lexical representations. Taken together,
this evidence suggests that, similar to what it is accepted in
models of spoken word production (e.g., Levelt et al. 1999), sign
production entails the retrieval of at least three distinct types
of information: semantic, lexical, and phonological.
On the other hand, the absence of a cumulative semantic
cost in word reading by deaf participants (i.e., translation to
sign) would seem to be at odds with recent findings by Vinson
and colleagues (2010) in a blocked naming paradigm. These
authors report more semantic errors when native British
Sign Language deaf participants sign English written words
in homogenous blocks than in heterogeneous blocks. In the
study by Vinson and colleagues, however, participants could
lift their hands to begin signing regardless of whether or not
they had already retrieved the sign and were ready to produce
it. As a consequence, response latencies were extremely fast
(350–400 ms) and not analyzed (see footnote 2 in Vinson et al.,
2010). By contrast, in the experiment reported herein, participants were instructed to release their fingers only when
the response was available, making the procedure similar to
that used in standard spoken naming experiments, where
participants are instructed to name the stimuli and to avoid
any extraneous sound that could trigger the microphone.
Thus, it is difficult to directly compare the results obtained by
Vinson and colleagues with those obtained in standard naming studies.
A second implication of our study derives from the observation that semantic interference effects in the hearing and deaf
group were the same, suggesting that lexical retrieval mechanisms in signed and spoken languages might rely on highly
similar cognitive principles. By contrast, the two groups of participants differed substantially in the pattern of latency effects:
Although hearing participants were faster to name words than
pictures, the reverse was true for deaf participants. As detailed
previously, this fact can be explained because for deaf participants the word “naming” condition is in fact a translation task,
and word translation may require greater processing demands
than picture naming. Congruent with this, in a recent naming
study in Chinese Sign Language, Hu, Wang, Liu, Peng, Yang, Li,
Zhang and Ding (2013) observed greater activation of the leftinferior frontal gyrus with word stimuli than with picture stimuli,
and activation in left-inferior frontal gyrus has been associated
with task demands (e.g., Thompson-Schill, D’Esposito, Aguirre,
& Farah, 1997).
In a study with English–French bilingual speakers, Kroll,
Michael, Tokowicz, and Dufour (2002) reported that L2 proficiency
determines the speed in both L1-to-L2 and L2-to-L1 translation
tasks (i.e., forward and backward translations). Specifically, as L2
proficiency increases, faster forward and backwards translation
latencies were observed. That study also reported a translation
asymmetry effect, so that translation was faster from L2-to-L1
than from L1-to-L2. The translation asymmetry was larger for
less proficient bilinguals, although high-proficient bilinguals
showed the asymmetry as well. Kroll and colleagues interpreted
this asymmetry as congruent with the bilingualism model proposed by Kroll and Stewart (1994), according to which there are
distinct routes for translation. Although L2-to-L1 translation can
be achieved mainly on the basis of direct links between the two
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that would prevent deaf participants from reading via semantic
representations. In other words, as it is for oral speakers, task
demands are likely to bias which route is the critical route for
naming word stimuli. An important issue for future research
will be to unpack the task parameters that bias the use of different reading (i.e., translation) routes in deaf signers.

Conclusion
This research aimed to test whether lexical retrieval during sign
production is sensitive to semantic context. Our results suggest that this is the case only when lexical representations are
retrieved through the mappings that link semantic to lexical
representations (i.e., from picture stimuli). These results parallel
those obtained in spoken word production and suggest that deaf
signers can directly map between orthographic representations
of their spoken language (potentially at the lexical level) and
production representations of their sign language. This finding
closely parallels the result in unimodal bilingual (i.e., speakers
of two or more oral languages), in support of the view that the
surface difference between sign and oral languages does not
prevent full bilingualism (Piñar, Dussias, & Morford, 2011; Shook
& Marian, 2009).

Note
1. The correlation between response times and frequency was
also significant for picture stimuli (r = −.4, p < .01), as well
as when word length was partialled out (r = −.31, p < .04).
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